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See Clockpunk Wizardry: Fantasy Author Releases New Book Trailer 
 

In a plate-shaped ocean world where Luck, War, and Death are magicians who sing twisty magic, comes the 

latest book trailer by fantasy writer Lita Burke. 

 

 

Denver, Colorado (October 18, 2013) — Author Lita Burke has released a book trailer for the novel Old Bony 

Blue Eyes, a new story in Ms. Burke’s Clockpunk Wizard series. The free trailer is available for immediate 

viewing on YouTube.com. It takes place in a Renaissance-style world, where Wizard Kadmeion takes a 

dangerous trip to Sir Death’s castle to fetch a spell book for a lovelorn dragon. 

 

“One thing I love about the fantasy genre are the imaginative works produced by indie artists and musicians,” 

says Ms. Burke. “I enjoy combining their genius with my humble words to create videos of fantasy worlds.” 

 

Luck, War, and Death are not the only magicians wielding spells. Although it has no patron, humor is also a 

strong magical force. Absurdity is an art that baffles the bookish wizards. 

 

“Throughout the story, Kadmeion takes humor lessons from his half-elf assistant, Sir Bright. The wizard 

discovers the peril of bad word puns. At Sir Death’s castle, he also learns the consequences when two powerful 

wizards laugh themselves silly.” 

 

Visit LitaBurke.com for more about Old Bony Blue Eyes and other Clockpunk Wizard stories. 

 

About Lita Burke 

Lita Burke’s fantasy stories include Wrath, Tredan’s Bane, Forever Boy, and Ephraim’s Curious Device. For 

more information about her books, videos, and fantasy worlds, go to LitaBurke.com. 

 

About Old Bony Blue Eyes 
Old Bony Blue Eyes is available now as an e-book at these online retailers: Amazon.com (AISN 

B00EW4BJKA), Smashwords.com (ISBN 9781301404131) and BarnesAndNoble.com (ID 2940148789796). 

 

About Book Trailer for Old Bony Blue Eyes 

The free book trailer may be seen on YouTube at http://youtu.be/iLKDfS-Wwko 

 

Contact Information 

Lita Burke 

LitaBurkeWriter@gmail.com 

http://LitaBurke.com 
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